Media Announcement
SCF partners with Safe Haven Solutions and Producers Market to develop
AgriHaven agricultural parks globally
Glasgow, Scotland UK, November 19 2021:
As part of the ‘Carbon Negative Food Systems Hold the Key to a Sustainable Planet’ COP26
sideline event, the global Subnational Climate Finance (SCF) initiative has entered into an
exclusive partnership with agricultural park developer, Safe Haven Solutions, and Producers
Market in efforts to finance the construction of scaled agricultural parks in Jamaica and
beyond.
SCF’s partnership with Safe Haven Solutions and Producers Market to create the AgriHaven
venture, aims to construct industrial parks utilizing cutting-edge, carbon-negative agricultural
techniques, combined with regenerative agriculture and farming digitization, with the goal of
climate change mitigation and adaptation. The initial focus is to develop the AgriHaven model
in island nations, such as Jamaica and the Bahamas, which are currently working to
establish food import independence and experiencing the impacts of climate change more
acutely.
Jamaica will be one of the two pioneering countries for the AgriHaven implementation, and
has received direct endorsement from the Honorable Prime Minister of Jamaica, Andrew
Holness. Jamaica has signed a Letter of Intent with AgriHaven to implement the initial ecoindustrial and agroforestry development on approximately 300 acres of land in St. Thomas,
Jamaica. The project is being supported by JamPro and the Honorable Minister of Agriculture
and Investment, Audley Shaw.
The Jamaica AgriHaven project includes a direct partnership outreach to existing small
farmers in order to provide regenerative agriculture training, digital technology training,
organic input supplies, and the aggregation and direct sales of outputs to the AgriHaven for
added-value processing and packing for domestic and regional markets.
AgriHaven will look to scale to other countries in the Caribbean and Africa following the
financing of the initial two projects.
About SCF
The Subnational Climate Fund is a blended finance fund formed to mitigate climate change
and strengthen community resilience projects. The Green Climate Fund (GCF) has closed on
an anchor commitment of up to $150 million, which is intended to mitigate risk to private
investors at the fund level. The fund seeks to scale an untapped market for mid-scale climate
resilient and low carbon infrastructure, regenerative agriculture and nature-based solutions in
developing countries.
Website: www.subnational.finance
About Pegasus Capital Advisors
Pegasus Capital Advisors is a leading global private markets impact investment manager. As
the first U.S. private equity fund manager accredited by the Green Climate Fund, Pegasus
Capital Advisors are dedicated to fostering sustainable and inclusive growth while providing

attractive returns for our investors. Founded in 1996 by Craig Cogut, Pegasus has invested
over $2 billion across five private equity funds.
Contact: investorrelations@pcalp.com
Website: www.pcalp.com
About Safe Haven Solutions
Safe Haven Solutions provides state-of-the-art food production systems which are powered
by clean energy. The company designs and develops solutions that operate within a carbon
neutral ecosystem to help deliver food security to nations around the world. Safe Haven
Solutions has partnered with world-leading industry experts and research centers, and places
a major focus on research and development within the agri-tech, coastal protection, carbon
neutral shipping and renewable energy sectors.
Website: www.safehavensolutions.nl
Contact: contact@safehavensolutions.nl
About Producers Market
Producers Market believes that an agricultural system rooted in integrity is possible. The
company has built a market linkage platform which brings together value chain stakeholders
and consumer facing brands in a global ecosystem. At Producers Market, the best of farming,
processing, and packing meets digital technology to facilitate transparent and enriching
transactions. The Producers Market ecosystem provides the necessary tools for stakeholders
globally to trade with trust, and for people to consume with confidence.
Website: www.producersmarket.com
Contact: info@producersmarket.com
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